Confessions in B Flat

Donna Hill

A multi-media retelling of *Romeo and Juliet* set during the 1964 Civil Rights movement from an *Essence* bestselling author who lived through it.

Jason Tanner, protégé of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., has been by his mentor’s side in New York to spread the message of passive resistance. In Harlem, the epicenter of black culture, poet Anita Hopkins tries to capture the message of Malcolm X, which she believes with all her heart: the time is now. Enough is enough.

When Jason goes to the iconic B Flat lounge and sees Anita perform, he’s transfixed. Her passion for what she believes runs as deep as his. And Anita has never met anyone who can match her wit for wit like this. Their scorching desire for each other clashes with their fundamentally opposed beliefs… until in a cruel twist of fate Jason is drafted for Vietnam.

With the country at a breaking point and their romance caught in the center, both Anita and Jason are going to have to redefine heart, home, and what they truly desire.

Donna Hill has published more than seventy books spanning a long career. She is an *Essence* bestselling author and recipient of multiple awards, such as: The RT Career Achievement Award, the Gold Pen Award, The Trailblazer Award, and the Zora Neale Hurston Literary Award. She is currently in a PhD program but received her MFAW in Creative Writing from Goddard College. She is a proud single mother and grandmother who gives back to the community and is known as a pioneer of black romance novels.
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The Last Letter

Rebecca Yarros

The heartbreaking novel PW called "deeply felt and emotionally nuanced" in a starred review, now available in an affordable mass-market format.

One letter. That was all it took for Beckett Gentry to fall for Ella MacKenzie, his buddy Ryan’s sister. Through her letters, Ella spoke to his heart, fueled his dreams, and made his days in Afghanistan bearable. Until Ryan’s life ends… and so do the letters. Leaving the military, Beckett heads to Colorado with one destination in mind—Ella. But she can never know he’s the one she’d been writing to.

At twenty-six, Ella’s lost almost everyone she loves, and now one of her precious twins is battling cancer. When Beckett walks into her tiny town—all six-feet-plus of dark, brooding, gorgeous man—and promises to watch over her until her grief has passed, sure, she takes notice. But she doesn’t have time to fall in love, not while her daughter’s life hangs in the balance.

Beckett is determined to hold his secret tight. But when the truth emerges, Ella will have to decide if the past is too painful to overcome or if their love is strong enough to build an unshakable future.

PRAISE

"Yarros's novel is a deeply felt and emotionally nuanced contemporary romance.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review

"Thanks to Yarros's beautiful, immersive writing, readers will feel every deep heartbreak and each moment of uplifting love in this tearjerker romance." —Publishers Weekly, starred review

“A haunting, heartbreaking and ultimately inspirational love story.” —InTouch Weekly

"I cannot imagine a world without this story." —Hypable

"A stunning, emotional romance." —Jill Shalvis, NYT bestselling author

"This story gripped me from start to finish. The Last Letter is poignant, heartfelt and utterly consuming. I loved it!" —Mia Sheridan, NY...

Rebecca Yarros is a hopeless romantic and a lover of all things coffee, chocolate, and Paleo. She is the author of the Flight & Glory, Renegades, and Legacy series. She loves military heroes, and has been blissfully married to hers for fifteen years.

Visit Rebecca online at rebeccayarros.com
Great And Precious Things

Rebecca Yarros

Fresh off the success of Yarros's *The Last Letter*, this is a gripping and heart-wrenching stand-alone novel that explores issues of family, humanity, and faith.

Three brothers went to war. Two came home.

Seven years after burying his little brother, Sullivan, Camden Daniels returns to Alba, Colorado, and the father who still blames him for Sullivan's death on the days he can remember who Camden is. On the days he can't, the town remembers plenty, and even a decade of military service can't erase the reputation Camden earned in Alba.

Willow Bradley grew up tagging along with the Daniels boys, until she lost her heart to the wrong one. When Camden returns unexpectedly, her carefully buried feelings reawaken in the heart their town believes should still belong to Sullivan.

But early-onset Alzheimer's is robbing Camden's father of time, and Cam finds himself fighting another war, this time against his other living brother. As Camden struggles to battle for his father's wishes, the town takes sides, challenging family loyalties and the past they thought they knew. And giving in to his feelings for Willow could destroy what little support Cam has in town and cost his father what choices he has left.

Great and Precious Things is about free will, from the labels we're given in our youth, to the power we claim in defining ourselves, and how far we're willing to go on behalf of those who lose it.

PRAISE

"Yarros's novel is a deeply felt and emotionally nuanced contemporary romance." — *Kirkus Reviews*, starred review

"Thanks to Yarros's beautiful, immersive writing, readers will feel every deep heartbreak and each moment of uplifting love in this tearjerker romance." — *Publishers Weekly*, starred review

“*A haunting, heartbreaking and ultimately inspirational love story." — *InTouch Weekly*

"I cannot imagine a world without this story." — *Hypable*

"A stunning, emotional romance." — *Jill Shalvis, NYT* bestselling author

Rebecca Yarros is a hopeless romantic and a lover of all things coffee and chocolate. She is the author of the award-winning Flight & Glory series, The Renegades, and The Last Letter. She loves military heroes, and has been blissfully married to her Apache pilot for seventeen years.
The Two-Date Rule

Tawna Fenske

Exciting settings, smoke jumpers, and a steamy romance collide in this new romantic comedy series from USA TODAY bestselling author Tawna Fenske.

Lyle Kimmie—yes, Lyle, not Lyla, thank you very much—grew up dirt poor and tougher than steel. Men are useful enough, but she has one personal rule: She never dates anyone more than twice, her way of protecting both her heart and the life she’s worked so hard to build.

Enter smokejumper Grady Billman.

He spends his summers leaping out of airplanes into raging forest fires. The nature of his work means he’s gone constantly, which is one reason he’s never settled down. Though his schedule makes him a lousy boyfriend for most women, he’s perfect for Lyle. A few dates and they’ll bid each other farewell. No hard feelings.

Except one problem. Now Grady wants more than two dates, and he’ll do anything to prove to Lyle that there’s more than one way to light a fire.

Tawna Fenske is a RITA Award finalist, USA Today bestselling author who writes humorous fiction, risqué romance, and heartwarming love stories with a quirky twist. Publishers Weekly has praised Tawna's offbeat romances with multiple starred reviews and noted, “There's something wonderfully relaxing about being immersed in a story filled with over-the-top characters in undeniably relatable situations.” www.tawnafenske.com.
Cowboy for Hire

Victoria James

NYT bestseller Victoria James is back with another heartwarming read about learning to work the land and finding love in the process.

Elizabeth has spent her entire life under the watchful eye of her parents, but when her mother passes away after a long illness, suddenly she’s left in charge of the family ranch with little know-how but plenty of will to keep it afloat. Determined not to lose her parents’ legacy, she needs a hero, and fast.

“Cowboy for Hire,” the ad said, and fresh off losing his previous job when his best friend returned home, Cade knows it will be the perfect position for him. Except when he meets his new boss, it’s clear he’s not there to run a ranch but to teach her how to run a ranch. As they work together to make the land flourish, they’ll both have to give and take a little in order to meet in the middle if they want to find love.

Victoria James is a romance writer living near Toronto. She is a mother to two young children, one very disorderly feline, and wife to her very own hero. Victoria attended Queen’s University and graduated with a degree in English literature. She then earned a degree in interior design. After the birth of her first child, she began pursuing her lifelong passion of writing. Her dream of being a published romance author was realized in 2012. www.victoriajames.ca.
Highland Conquest

Heather McCollum

The Bride by Julie Garwood meets To Tame a Highland Warrior by Karen Marie Moning in this new Highlander series from award-winning author, Heather McCollum.

Clever and bold Ella Sutherland has won the right to call herself chief of her clan and struggles to hold onto the chiefdom against those who doubt a woman's rule. When she's captured by the darkly handsome Sinclair chief, she chooses death over wedding him and giving up her clan to their long-time enemy. For she has a secret, an oath she took years ago to protect and keep the clan seat for a great ruler to come.

Cain refuses to let his brother, Death, honor Ella's choice with an execution. He's never before met a woman so brave and passionate. Everything about her, from the scars she hides on her face to the way she can ride a horse while standing on the saddle, intrigues him. Despite their growing attraction, she continues to resist his plans to unite and conquer. When enemies within the Sutherland clan threaten the oath Ella made, she escapes the Sinclairs and Cain to defend it. Hurt by her desertion, Cain rallies his armies to take revenge, defeating the Sutherlands once and for all. But the wise words of his grandmother and the pressure growing in his heart make him question everything he's been raised to believe. Can victory possibly come from surrender?

Heather McCollum is an award winning, historical paranormal romance writer. She earned her B.A. in Biology, much to her professor’s dismay, and was a 2009 Golden Heart Finalist. When she is not creating vibrant characters & magical adventures on the page, she is roaring her own battle cry in the war against ovarian cancer. Ms. McCollum recently slayed the cancer beast and resides with her very own hero & three kids in the wilds of suburbia on the mid-Atlantic coast.

Keystone

Katie Delahanty

Black Mirror meets Ally Carter in this futuristic tale of social media gone bad, and the teens determined to save the world from ruin.

When Ella Karman debuts on the Social Stock Exchange, she finds out life as a high-profile “Influencer” isn't what she expected. Everyone around her is consumed by their rankings, in creating the smoke and mirrors that make them the envy of the world.

But then her best friend betrays her, her rankings tank, and she loses—everything.

She now has no choice but to join the Keystone Academy, a secret school for thieves where students are being trained to steal everything analog and original because something—or someone—is changing the history books to suit their needs.

Partnered with the annoyingly hot—and utterly impossible—Garrett Alexander, Ella is forced to go undercover and return to the Influencer world, where she’ll need to claw her way back up the social ladder, while unraveling a conspiracy that began decades ago.

Or risk losing everything—again.

Katie lives in Los Angeles with her husband, pre-school-age twin daughters and toddler son. Growing up in Pittsburgh, she loved old movies and playing dress up, but never considered telling stories of her own. It wasn’t until she was asked to start a blog for the sleepwear company she designed for that she began to write. And that’s when Katie fell in love with storytelling. She’s been waking before dawn to write ever since. https://www.katiedelahanty.com/
Malice

Pintip Dunn

*Dead Zone* meets *Sixth Sense* when a girl learns that a boy in her class will one day launch World War III. Can she kill his still-innocent self today in order to save millions of lives tomorrow?

Could you kill an innocent life today to save millions in the future?

Seventeen-year-old Alice has spent her entire life in the shadows of her charismatic twin brother. And she's utterly content to stay there, as not taking risks means that she doesn't get hurt. Until the day a strange voice appears in her mind, demanding that she approach Bandit, the cute Thai boy in her physics class—and kiss him. Never mind that she's never spoken a word to him before.

Compelled by the excruciating pain in her head, Alice reluctantly obeys. But submitting to the voice sets off a series of bizarre demands, tasks that don't seem to follow any rhyme or reason. Determined to figure out who the voice is and what it wants, Alice hurtles into a dangerous investigation into the tangled link between the future and the present.

What she discovers shakes her to the core. Twenty years from now, a boy from her class will launch World War III, and it is up to Alice to stop him. Problem is, she doesn't know his identity. And even if she can figure out who he is, will she be able to take the biggest gamble of all: killing his still-innocent self today in order to save millions of lives in the future?

**PRAISE**

“Like a virus that takes over the world, my love for MALICE replicates with every page. With its shocking twists and to-die-for romance, I dare you to put this book down!” — Kristin Cast, *New York Times* bestselling author

“Malice is a gripping read from beginning to end. The twists will keep you on the edge of your seat while the romance will make you swoon. Pintip Dunn’s latest kept me riveted to the last page!” — Meg Kassel, award-winning author of *Black Bird of the Gallows*

Pintip Dunn is a *New York Times* bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard University with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. Pintip is represented by literary agent Beth Miller of Writers House. Her debut novel, *FORGET TOMORROW*, won the RWA RITA® for Best First Book. Her other novels include *THE DARKEST LIE*, *REMEMBER YESTERDAY*, and *SEIZE TODAY*. She lives with her husband and children in Maryland. You can learn more about Pintip and her books at www.pintipdunn.com.
Star-Crossed

Pintip Dunn

Literary, fast-paced, and endlessly romantic, the first in the series now available in paperback.

In a world where nutrition can be transferred via a pill, and society is split into Eaters and Non-Eaters, seventeen-year-old princess Vela has a grave dilemma. Her father, the king, is dying, and only a transplant of organs from a healthy Non-Eater boy will save him.

Vela is tasked with choosing a boy fit to die for the king, which is impossible enough. But then Carr, the boy she’s loved all her life, emerges as the best candidate in the Fittest Trials. And he’s determined to win, because by doing so, he can save the life of his Non-Eater sister.

Refusing to accept losing the boy she loves, Vela bends the rules and cheats. But when someone begins to sabotage the Fittest Trials, Vela must reevaluate her own integrity—and learn the true sacrifice of becoming a ruler.

PRAISE

"With a prose as incandescent as a nebula, and a romance that blazes like the sun, Star-Crossed utterly consumed me from the very first page. Readers will savor this riveting, emotional tale of hope and supreme sacrifice." —Darcy Woods, award-winning author of Summer of Supernovas

"Pintip Dunn’s creative worldbuilding brings to life a delicious tale full of depth and complexity with a bold heroine filled with love, loyalty, and courage. Star-Crossed will transport readers to another universe and leave them hungry for more!" —Brenda Drake, NYT bestselling author of the Library Jumpers series

Pintip Dunn is a New York Times bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard University and received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Pintip's debut novel, FORGET TOMORROW, won the RWA RITA® for Best First Book. THE DARKEST LIE was nominated for a Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award. Her other books include REMEMBER YESTERDAY, the novella BEFORE TOMORROW, SEIZE TODAY, and GIRL ON THE VERGE.
Crown of Bones
A.K. Wilder

The intrigue of *Game of Thrones* meets the magic of *Harry Potter* in this multifaceted new fantasy series.


The Bone Throwers said Ash had potential, though by age seventeen, she’s not been able to raise her phantom and join the ranks of savants. To make matters worse, her best friend, Marcus Adicio, heir to the throne, raises a magnificent warrior phantom, pulling him deeper into a life Ash will never be part of. That is, until they set off for the sacred Isle of Aku.

Their journey takes them across enemy lands and a dark sea, home of the Mar, a beautiful, deadly race entombed beneath the waves. On board a black sailed carrack, Ash meets Nalin, the bosun’s mate, who awakens her memories, and her heart. As Nalin and Marcus lock horns, their path triggers a catastrophic event, one none of them can stop.

In a world on the brink of the next Great Dying, no amount of training will prepare them for what is to come . . .

Kim Falconer w/a A.K. Wilder is a bestselling speculative fiction author with nine published novels in Australia. Originally from California, she lives on the far eastern coast of Australia with a house full of kids and one extraordinary spotted cat. Her favorite pastimes, besides daydreaming, include meditation, yoga, organic gardening, and weight training. Her novel writing is done in the early hours of the morning. www.akwilder.com
Sting

Cindy R. Wilson

A thrilling mix of romance and revenge, Sting sheds light on the dark struggles of humanity as we follow one girl’s journey to regain balance between good and evil.

In the city of Victor, there is Dark and there is Light. The Lightsiders have wealth and privilege. The Darksiders have Temper, better known as the Scorpion. Every day is a fight for survival, one she faces willingly, risking her life to steal from the Light and give to the Dark.

Then one act of betrayal sends her straight into the arms of the law. Remove the Scorpion, remove its sting.

Everyone assumes she’s dead. But she’s been locked up in Decay, a prison reserved for the worst offenders. There she meets Pike, a former Lightsider with a lust for revenge rivaled only by Temper’s. Together, they form a plan to escape and take down those who wronged them.

In the depths of Decay, where they left her to rot, Temper grows stronger, fueled by her need for justice. She is still the Scorpion, and now her sting is deadly.

Cindy Wilson lives at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and loves using Colorado towns and cities as inspiration for settings in her stories. She's the mother of three girls, who provide plenty of fodder for her YA novels. Cindy writes speculative fiction and YA fiction, filled with a healthy dose of romance. You'll often find her hiking or listening to any number of playlists while she comes up with her next story idea. https://cindyrwilson.com/

MARKETING
Price promotion on Paper Girl, one month before Sting releases.
Instagram cover reveal, or cover reveal on Hypable.
Signings in and around Littleton, Colorado.
Cover reveal.
Targeted sci-fi/fantasy outreach.
Blog tour.
Instagram takeover.
Online promotions.
Regional author events and festival participation.
Social Media stats are as follows: 206 on FB, 993 on Twitter, and 518 on IG.
Crave

Tracy Wolff

Twilight for a whole new generation, Crave is a romantic and lush tale of what happens when the one you crave is the one who could get you killed.

My whole world changed when I stepped foot inside the academy. Here I am, a mere mortal among gods…or monsters. I still can’t decide which of these warring factions I belong to, if I belong at all. I only know the one thing that unites them is their hatred of me.

And then there’s Jaxon Vega. The prince of this world of blood and betrayal, Jaxon is a light I wasn’t expecting. But there’s a darkness to him. A craving that threatens to consume him whole.

Only now Jaxon has a new craving.

Me.

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Tracy Wolff wrote her first short story—something with a rainbow and a prince—in second grade. By ten, she’d read everything in the young adult and classics sections of her local bookstore. A one-time English professor with more than fifty novels to her name, she now devotes most of her time to writing and dreaming up heroes. She also writes under the name Tracy Deebs and lives in Austin, Texas, with her family. Visit her online at tracywolffbooks....
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